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M.Sc. (Part-I) S€trlcstcr-I (C.B.C.S. Scheme) Examination
STATISTICS

(Stochastic Processes)

Paper-III
lime rThree Hoursl [Maximum Marks

Note :-Solve cither A oi B from each question.

l. (A) (a) Define covariance stationary Stochastic Process with examplc.

(b) A tpm of a Markov chain with initial distributioo is as follows :
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Initial distribution is (0.3, 0.4, 0.3). Find P(X,=3, Xr-[, Xr:l) 8r8

OR

Defile Markov Chain and n-step transilion probability. Give onc example olMarkov
Chain spccifying its state space and parametcr space.

Show that any Markov Chain can be complctely specifie.d by its trdnsition prcbability

matrix and initial distribution. 8+8

Define the following terns I

(i) Persistent state

(ii) Recurent State

(iii) Period of a Markov Chain

(iv) Mean first rccurrence time

It state j is pcrsistent thcn show that for every state k that catr be reached liom

state j, f!:1. 8+8

OR

State and prove Chapman-Kolmogorov cquation.

State and prove Ergodic theorem. 818

Define random rvalk and *rite down the transitioo probability matrix for a random

walk with absorbing barrier, reflections barrier and elastic barrier.

Explain whether random *alk is Markov Chaio. Also dcfrne symmetric random

rvalk. 8+8
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Dcrive the expressron for the probabilitv of gambler's ruin wh:n it is symmetric.

16

(a) State and prove any one property ol a Poisson proccss.

(b) Explain biflh al1d dcarh process. 8+8

OR

(i) Obtain the expressi,xr P,(t) for blrth process x,ith usual notarion.

(ii) Describe discrete slatc spacc and continuous time Marko,,Chain with example.

l0+6

Derile the distribution lbr the ,]aximul)1 of the Wiener procelrs. 16

OR

Deline \Viener process and deri\c the for\ard diffusion cquatior for the Wiener process

stating underlying assunlptions clearly. 16
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